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Based on research conducted by Salesforce, this e-book is a look 
into business development for architecture, engineering, and 
construction (AEC) firms during a pivotall moment of change.  
We uncovered these key trends:
• The macro environment is transforming AEC firms, but with varying degrees of 

speed and significance.

• Digital transformation is happening right now, but less so with construction firms’ 
business development function.

• Business development teams are seizing the opportunity to use technology that will 
help navigate uncertainty and drive growth.

This e-book is part of our attempt to understand how business development in this 
industry works today.

About the Data
Data in this e-book comes from our double-blind “State of Sales” survey of full-time 
sales operations, sales representatives, and sales leadership professionals worldwide. 
The survey was conducted from May 13, 2020, through June 30, 2020, and generated 
responses from 199 AEC sales professionals. See the “State of Sales” research report for 
full methodology.

Terms Used in This E-book 
While survey questions used “sales” and “customers,” here we use “business 
development” and “clients,” since those are the terms used in this industry. Also, when 
we say “construction industry” in this e-book, we mean AEC firms as a whole. 

Executive  
Summary
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Clients want thoughtful analysis, 
data-driven insights, and unbiased 
advice from trusted advisors.

TREND #1

Economic trends push new revenue challenges in AEC.

Like many industries right now, AEC firms are concerned about the 
economic headwinds they face. However, the picture isn’t uniform. 

We hear from integration partners that engineers and architects 
feel the impact of economic changes early in a downturn. When 
clients put projects on pause, engineers and architects notice right 
away, so they serve as a bellwether of the broader industry. General 
contractors and subcontractors, on the other hand, often join a 
project after the design is completed or has reached its midpoint. 
If that building or infrastructure project was already funded, they 
may not feel the pinch until the next project cycle. 

The economic impact of current events also varies dramatically 
based on the types of projects a firm completes. While 
infrastructure and other nonbuilding sectors face a steep decline 
in construction starts, residential construction (particularly 
multifamily) has seen a small increase in projects breaking 
ground, reported Construction Dive in August 2020. Activity 
in the nonresidential space has generally been soft, but new 
opportunities have emerged in areas like data centers, life  
sciences facilities, and distribution centers. 

For a project to progress today, it must clear a higher bar for 
investors. Fundamentals such as the project’s location and quality, 
as well as the track record of the ownership team, matter now 
more than ever. 

Now is the time for construction firms to double down on key 
relationships with owners and developers while showcasing their 
core competencies. Some bullish players see this time as an 
opportunity to expand into new markets.  

Full confidence among business development professionals in 
their companies’ response to a shifting economic climate is rare. In 
the State of Sales survey, only 12% of professionals report feeling 
completely confident in their business development organization’s 
ability to close deals in the current economic environment. 
Eighteen percent feel completely confident in their business 
development organization’s agility, and 17% feel completely 
confident in their business development organization’s ability to 
train and reskill reps.

New opportunities have emerged in 
areas like data centers, life sciences 
facilities, and distribution centers.
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AEC Sellers Who Are Confident in the Following About Their Sales Organization

Completely confident

Agility
18% 41% 24% 14% 4%

Ability to train/reskill reps
17% 38% 32% 12% 2%

Ability to close deals
12% 46% 34% 7% 1%

Mostly confident Moderately confident Slightly confident Not at all confident

Additionally, AEC business development professionals are split in 
their thoughts on demand in the industry.  Thirty-four percent say 
demand for the firm’s products and services has increased since 
2019, while 30% say it’s stayed the same. Thirty-six percent say 
it’s decreased. Post-pandemic, industry growth is expected in the 
residential sector, where construction is still on the rise. On the 
other hand, commercial and infrastructure projects have remained 
flat, in the wake of global economic changes. Of the 15 industries 

surveyed for our “State of Sales” report, only one other industry 
(hospitality) was more likely to say demand was decreasing versus 
increasing. This indicates that AEC is among the industries hit 
hardest by the events of 2020, illustrating why a new approach to 
business development is  
so important.



TREND #2

Most AEC leaders agree:  
Digital transformation has  
hit a tipping point.

AEC business development professionals  
who say the following tools have become  
more valuable since 2019*  

* Base: Business development leaders at companies that use the tool.  
The sample size for artificial intelligence was small (n = 23).

The majority (76%) of AEC business development professionals 
say their organizations’ digital transformation has accelerated since 
2019. Not surprisingly during a global pandemic, 78% say their 
business development organization has changed the way it uses  
technology since 2019.

A few of the sales tools that have become more  
important since 2019 include video conferencing,  
sales forecasting tools, and a customer relationship 
management (CRM) system.

Video conferencing tools 82%

67%Customer relationship management 
(CRM) system

63%Mobile sales app(s) for employees

65%Artificial intelligence (AI)

79%Sales forecasting tools

66%Sales process automation

64%Email/CRM integration

76%
of AEC business 

development professionals say 
their organizations’ digital 

transformation 
has accelerated 

78%
say their business 

development organization 
has changed the way it 

uses technology 
since 2019.
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In an industry accustomed to face-to-face meetings with clients, 
the shift to almost complete use of video conferencing occurred 
relatively smoothly, with one partner reporting that this shift has 
broken down geographic barriers and allowed more people to 
participate in meetings. However, some feel that virtual meetings 
don’t offer the same potential for relationship-building compared 
to industry events and in-person meetings.

The construction industry has sometimes lagged in its technology 
adoption, but it has tended to invest in tools that enable field 
work, such as connected devices that provide real-time monitoring 
or safety devices to ensure social distancing. The next step is 
implementing technology that supports in-office staff, including 
business development. 

The next step is implementing 
technology that supports functions 
outside of the field, including 
business development.



TREND #3

Despite a digital imperative, 
AEC sales transformation 
lags other industries.

AEC firms’ adoption of the following sales technologies* 

* Base: Sales operations and leadership. 
** (AEC - Other industries) / Other industries.
*** Base: Sales operations and leadership at organizations that use a CRM.

While the pace of technology adoption has accelerated, 
business development teams at AEC firms don’t always 
benefit from it themselves. Many of these firms use virtual 
reality, 3D modeling, and other state-of-the-art technology 
for their clients, but their internal processes haven’t caught 
up yet. One partner compared it to the old adage about 
the cobbler’s children having no shoes. 

AEC firms’ business development processes include 
people across the business, many of whom are picking 
up new projects on top of their primary functions. These 
“seller-doers” need even better tools to help them juggle 
all these responsibilities and collaborate with other teams. 

Unfortunately, that’s not happening yet at many firms. 

Fifty-eight percent of AEC business development 
professionals say prioritizing leads and bids is primarily 
manual at their firm. This is compared to an average of 
48% across all other industries surveyed, showing that 
AEC firms are comparatively behind. 
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AEC Other 
industries

% 
difference**

74% 79% -6%

56% 62% -11%

51% 59% -13%

46% 51% -9%

38% 53% -28%

68% 70% -4%

48% 64% -25%

43% 57% -25%

71% 66% 7%

50% 65% -24%

44% 59% -24%

38% 52% -27%

66% 72% -9%

47% 49% -3%

40% 48% -18%

28% 50% -44%

21% 37% -43%

Email/CRM integration***

Sales reporting/analytics

Account and contact management

Video conferencing tools

Sales coaching and training solutions

Compensation/incentive management

CRM system

Sales forecasting tools

Competitive intelligence

Opportunity management

Sales prospecting tools

Mobile sales app(s) for employees

CPQ solution

Sales process automation

Customer insight tools

Marketing automation

AI
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More than half (51%) of AEC business development professionals 
say they spend too much time logging activities like emails and 
phone calls. It’s not a matter of jettisoning all existing tools, 
including email. Those can be integrated with sales technology for 
better insights and productivity. In fact, when you integrate email 
with a customer relationship management (CRM) solution, it makes 
client interactions visible and available to everyone in the business. 

Tracking pipeline is a key priority for sales and business development 
teams. Using a CRM solution enables business development 
professionals to track their individual progress while surfacing 
potential projects across the entire business. This approach helps 
ensure nothing slips between the cracks. It also gives the firm more 
visibility into revenue and projects. 

Make sure that your employees have the skills to use those new tools 
effectively. By starting small, employees’ skills and comfort levels 
increase. More complex functionality like automation can follow. 

As they bring all the parts together, firms start to see if they’re on 
the right path. For example, many firms have significantly increased 
their number of bids during the pandemic to make sure they have 
enough pipeline. However, it’s impossible to know if that’s the right 
bid strategy, let alone whether they will truly have enough resources 
to support those bids without a centralized system of record.

When you integrate email with a 
CRM solution, client interactions 
are more visible.
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TREND #4

Productivity challenges and resistance  
to change further hamper AEC revenue growth.

Major change is rarely easy, especially when it’s sudden.  
At the same time, economic uncertainty can alert us to the  
need to change technology and processes. However, approaching 
transformation solely as a reaction to macro forces ignores the 
strategic benefits that transformation can bring. Some employees 
may interpret it as a threat to their jobs, rather than a source of 
revenue growth and new career opportunities.

To help teams through digital transformation, firms need to stress 
how it contributes to long-term strategy, making firms more 
competitive, accelerating innovation, and delivering growth that 
supports employees.

To help teams through digital 
transformation, firms need  
to stress the impact to  
long-term strategy. 

9
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Less than half (49%) of AEC business development professionals 
say their business development organization is mostly or 
completely capable of adapting its structure to changing social 
and economic conditions (for instance, those resulting from the 
pandemic). In fact, only 15% say their organization is completely 
capable of this.

More than half (63%) of AEC business development professionals 
say they’ve taken on new responsibilities at work as a result of 
current economic trends, but under half (47%) also say they 
are less productive at work than they were before the pandemic. 
Technology can help these employees meet the demands of their 
new responsibilities. 

Digital transformation can also support innovation, which is 
becoming a greater imperative at this time. For instance, as 
restaurants spill out onto streets and roads close to accommodate 
walking and cycling, now is the time for AEC firms to think 
differently about physical infrastructure, making it more flexible to 
support these changes. 

Lastly, implementing new technology can also help AEC firms 
attract talent who might otherwise be lured to sectors with modern 
tools and systems.

AEC business development professionals’ capabilities  
of adapting their team’s structures to change

Completely capable

15% 34% 37% 14%

Mostly capable

Moderately capable Slightly capable

63%

of AEC sales professionals 
say they’ve taken on new 
responsibilities at work as a result 
of current economic trends.
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TREND #5

The path forward: AEC 
firms plan to rapidly 
accelerate tech adoption 
as they find new ways to 
engage clients.

Just as many firms have transitioned to video 
conferencing, now is the time to consider implementing 
technology across the business. In the near term, this 
can help AEC firms stand up to stiffer competition.  
In the mid term and beyond, it can help drive growth.

In the wake of the 2009 recession, the top 10% of 
companies that fared significantly better than their 
peers focused on growth, even in the face of short-
term costs, according to research from McKinsey. A key 
marker of these firms was investment in technology. 
Companies further along in their digital journey see 7% 
more revenue growth than industry peers, finds another 
McKinsey study.

AEC business development organizations that use,  
or plan to use, the following technologies*

Projected  
 two-year   

growth rate

* Base: Sales operations and leadership.
** Base: Sales operations and leadership at organizations that use a CRM.

AI is projected to grow 183%  
over the next two years among  
AEC business development teams.

47% 24% +51%Competitive intelligence

Currently use Plan to use in two years

+76%38% 29%Sales process automation

28% 32% +117%Marketing automation

68% 19% +29%Account and contact management

51% 20%Compensation/incentive management +40%

38% 28%Customer insight tools +73%

46% 26%Opportunity management +56%

40% 32%CPQ solution +81%

56% 24%Sales coaching and training solutions +43%

74% 19%Email/CRM integration** +25%

48% 29%Sales forecasting tools +60%

44% 32%Sales prospecting tools +73%

43% 29%Mobile sales app(s) for employees +67%

50% 31%CRM system +61%

71% 19%Sales reporting/analytics +26%

21% 39%AI +183%

66% 26%Video conferencing tools +39%

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/bubbles-pop-downturns-stop# (we want to include it for credibility
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/bubbles-pop-downturns-stop#
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Almost paradoxically, it makes sense to invest in technology in a downturn 
when your operations don’t need to be working at maximum capacity. For 
that reason, adopting technology arguably costs less during a recession. 

When evaluating a sales technology solution, it pays to consider not only 
the immediate need (for example, better pipeline management), but also 
how to deliver on future requirements. This is one of the major benefits 
of licensing software that can adapt to your future needs versus building it 
yourself. You need a tool that can adapt to your business, so that you don’t 
need to adapt your business to fit the tool.

Next Steps
As AEC firms navigate digital transformation, they will need to expand 
their use of technology beyond the field. Indeed, many firms now 
see the opportunity to introduce new technologies in sales, business 
development, and beyond. This technology not only drives operational 
efficiencies, but also supports innovation and growth.

TO BID or not TO BID:
The Multi-Million Dollar Question

Any firm would love to review their past bid results before deciding whether to bid a new project - namely, which bids did we win, 
and which of those were profitable. But it’s often easier said than done. Many firms fail to maintain historical bid and project data 
in an organized, searchable system that enables efficient review and analysis, resulting in teams evaluating each new opportunity 
manually and lacking the intelligence or automation required to accelerate the process.

PAST PERFORMANCE: DO WE KNOW WHICH TYPES OF BIDS ARE BEST FOR OUR BUSINESS?

Complex bids will often require your firm to tap into a vast team of partners and subcontractors in order to propose specialized 
resources for each piece of the project. However, many firms struggle to productively review their options for a specific resource in 
a given market. Even more time is then spent tracking down the teams from past projects to gather feedback and insight into the 
reliability and overall quality of those contacts before deciding which to include. 

COMPREHENSIVE CONTACT RECORDS: WHICH SUBCONTRACTORS AND PARTNERS WOULD WE NEED TO WIN THIS BID?

Bid management is complex and represents a significant variable across firms, especially with tight margins. Firms that 
consistently choose to bid the right projects enjoy higher win rates and a healthier bottom line, while those with inefficient bid 
management processes waste resources on the wrong bids and miss out on better opportunities.

THE STAKES ARE SKYSCRAPER-HIGH — FIRMS THAT FAIL TO STREAMLINE BID 
MANAGEMENT RISK FALLING BEHIND THE COMPETITION

Read on to see four ways that low productivity could be throwing a wrench into your firm’s bid management.

Preparing a bid packet requires seamless communication from many specialists contributing detailed specifications and high-fidelity 
designs. Everyone on the team needs the ability to review and respond from anywhere. Managing this process is a huge productivity 
drain as version control, miscommunications, and efforts to collaborate across regions and time zones all reduce efficiency. 

MOBILE COLLABORATION: CAN WE GET EVERYONE WE NEED WORKING TOGETHER ON THIS BID AT THE RIGHT STAGE?

Bidding more intelligently while also increasing business volume might seem like opposing ideas, but most firms are aiming to do 
both. By predicting bid outcomes more effectively and managing bid development processes more efficiently, firms can increase 
their success rate while improving response times and overall firm productivity.

PRODUCTIVE PROPOSALS: CAN WE STREAMLINE OUR PROCESS ENOUGH TO HELP US BID MORE AND WIN MORE?

While firms in other industries reply to dozens of RFPs in a day, the process of deciding whether to bid for a new piece of business 
for your firm is likely a significant project on its own. This is a huge challenge for firms focused on developing significant new 
business without sacrificing productivity.

YOUR FIRM HAS LIKELY EXPERIENCED ALL THE UPS (AND DOWNS)  
OF BID MANAGEMENT

See how Salesforce is helping firms like yours stay productive as they manage bids. Learn more at salesforce.com/boostproductivity

Learn More

Streamline your bid management process.

Learn more about how Salesforce is helping 
construction firms like yours stay productive.
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The information provided in this e-book is strictly for the convenience of our customers and is for general informational purposes only. Publication by salesforce.
com does not constitute an endorsement. Salesforce.com does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of any information, text, graphics, links, or other items 
contained within this e-book. Salesforce.com does not guarantee you will achieve any specific results if you follow any advice in the e-book. It may be advisable 

for you to consult with a professional such as a lawyer, accountant, architect, business advisor, or professional engineer to get specific advice that applies to your 
specific situation.
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